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摘  要 
 







































Due to its forward position in sales business for oil products, service stations 
have remained as always focus of competition on the oil product market. With an 
increasingly open market in place, other operators including multinationals are 
wedging their way in different forma and pace into the market, thus posing a severe 
challenge to the dominant roles having been played for years by Sinopec and Petrol 
China in the sector. As viewed from a long-term perspective, profit margin of oil 
products will decrease gradually with a more open and more sophisticated market as 
well as increasingly fierce competition thereon. Experience drawn from oversea 
business development of the sector shows that, service stations generally incorporate 
convenience stores and auto-related services into their business operations as a 
response the risks facing them that arise  from fierce market competition and 
declining profit margin for their oil products. Thus, operation of service stations is 
becoming diversified and roles played by businesses rather than oil products will be 
more evidently important, where convenience stores shall stand as key in non-oil 
product business to be conducted by service stations due to its core function therein.   
First of all, author of this article, standing in the perspective of petroleum retail 
business and also combining theory and  practice together and as guided by a series 
of theories governing customer’s demand, customer delivered value and business 
diversification etc, makes an analysis as to change on retails market for oil products 
in the new era for China, including sales environment for service stations, demand 
from customers and inherent conditions possessed by service stations to justify the 
necessity to develop convenience stores for service stations in domestic enterprise 
engaged in oil product sales. 
Secondly, in the basis of analysising the development and its trend of 
convenience stores and C-Stores of service stations and also the actual situation in 
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micro-economic enviroment for development of C-Stores of service stations based 
upon those various analysis techniques: PEST analysis, five force model. 
Thirdly, in this article, development strategy for C-Stores of service stations is 
rasied after the relevant analysis based upon marketing theory and related tools. The 
detailed analysis on business mode, market orientation, location selection and etc for 
C-Stores in service stations and such analysis has a certain practical significance as 
well. 
Finally, the article, by taking development of C-Stores for service stations in SS 
Company in Fujian Province as an example and applying the SWOT approach, makes 
a detailed analysis for various environmental issues confronted by such C-Stores. 
Strategy of development as well as measures in response to issues in course of 
development for C-Stores is also proposed to verify relevant studies made therein.  
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